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1. Disclaimer
The purpose of this White Paper is to present DigitSlate (DISL) ecosystem, its
technology, business model and the DISL coin to potential coin holders in connection
with the proposed Initial Coin Offerings. The information set forth below may not be
exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole
purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential coin holders in
order for them to determine whether to undertake a thorough analysis of the company
with the intent of acquiring DISL Coins. Information is contained in the Coin Purchase
Terms and the Coin Purchase Agreement. This White Paper does not offer an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy a security in any jurisdiction in which itis unlawful
to make such an offer or solicitation. Certain Statements, estimates and media forwardlooking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information
concern known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or
results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in
such forward-looking statements. This English-language White Paper is the primary
official source of information about the DISL coin. Into other languages from time to
time or may be used in the course of written or verbal communications with existing
and prospective community members, partners, etc. In the course of a translation or
communication like this, some of the information contained in this paper may be lost,
corrupted or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot
be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such
translations and communications and this official English-language White paper, the
provisions of the original English-language document shall prevail.
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2. About DigitSlate (DISL)
We build the next generation digit asset ecosystem that provide exchange cloud
service with global capital. Our ecosystem will provide the cryptocurrency, options
trade and apps that easy to use on mobile device. The startup company build on a
country where digital assets exchange is legal.
One important part of DISL ecosystem is DISL coin. The DISL coin is the
cryptocurrency that provide the chance that crowd can take part in DISL ecosystem
help ecosystem growth and share the profit at the same time. The philosophy of
management for DISL coin is decentralized. Safety and stability are the top priority on
DISL coin’s operation and development.

3. About DigitSlate (DISL)

Our development focus is cloud app around DISL.
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4. DISL Ecosystem
DISL ecosystem consists of various parts. This chapter will introduce them briefly.
Notice that some parts are still or have not been developed and some plans we have
not made public.

4.1.

DISL Block Chain

DISL is a unique blockchain living on PoW (Proof-of-Work) and MN (Master Node).

4.2.

DISL Core Wallet

DISL core wallet provide the infrastructure to DISL coin. User can send, receive, build
MN server with it.

4.3.

DISL Gitian

DISL Gitian uses a deterministic build process to allow multiple builders to create
identical binaries. This allows multiple parties to sign the resulting binaries,
guaranteeing that the binaries and tool chain were not tampered with and that the
same source was used. It removes the build and distribution process as a single point
of failure.
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4.4.

DISL Pool

DISL pool provide the GPU miner to mine blocks.
A mining pool is the pooling of resources by miners, who share their processing
power over a network, to split the reward equally, according to the amount of work
they contributed to the probability of finding a block. A "share" is awarded to members
of the mining pool who present a valid partial proof-of-work. Mining in pools began
when the difficulty for mining increased to the point where it could take centuries for
slower miners to generate a block. The solution to this problem was for miners to pool
their resources so they could generate blocks more quickly and therefore receive a
portion of the block reward on a consistent basis, rather than randomly once every few
years.

4.5.

DISL Global Website

The global website provide the most important things likes downloads, news, mining
pools.

4.6.

DISL Block Explorer

Search the hash of transaction hash and check the total numbers of MN easily.

4.7.

DISL Exchange House

The DISL can exchange to other asset on Enmanet
(https://www.enmanet.com/market/BTC-DISL).
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